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FACTS AT A GLANCE
Degrees offered: Master of Arts (MA) 修士 (文学 ) and Doctor of Literature 博士 (文学 )
Fees (based on 2023 �igures): 
 Master of Arts (IMAP) ￥817,800 for the �irst year, ￥535,800 for the second year
 Doctor of Literature (IDOC) ￥817,800 for the �irst year, ￥535,800 for the second and the third year
Application window (Fall 2024 entry): March 1-15, 2024
Application window (Spring 2024 entry): September 2-13, 2024
Selection results: Late June for Fall entry; Late December for Spring entry
Enrollment paperwork: Due early August for Fall entry; due early February for Spring entry
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INTRODUCTION
KYUSHU UNIVERSITY, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES
Founded in 1911 as one of Japan’s seven imperial universities, Kyushu University has been a longtime leader in 
education and research. Comprehensive in its academic reach, the university has twelve undergraduate 
schools, eighteen graduate schools, and numerous affiliated research centers. With the aim of educating global 
citizens, Kyushu University has developed an increasingly international curriculum. 

The Graduate School of Humanities is located on the Ito campus in the center of the Ito peninsula. Overlooking 
rice fields, mountains, and pristine coastline, the campus boasts a state-of-the-art research library and 
classroom facilities, a biodiversity conservation zone, dormitories, and a selection of restaurants and cafes. To 
the east is Fukuoka, a pleasant and cosmopolitan coastal city of one-and-a-half million residents. As the largest 
city on the subtropical island of Kyushu, it features traditional and modern architecture, historic sites, museums, 
cultural facilities, and splendid parks—all set against a backdrop of scenic mountains and beautiful seascapes. 
Moreover, Fukuoka has a well-deserved reputation for fine food and an ecologically balanced lifestyle, such that 
it frequently appears in top-ten lists of the world’s most livable cities. Kyushu has a rich history as a portal to 
Asia and Europe. With today’s burgeoning international trade and convenient international flights, Fukuoka 
continues to play a pivotal role as one of Japan’s important gateways to cultural and economic exchange. 

JAPAN STUDIES IN ENGLISH AT THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES
THE INTERNATIONAL MASTER’S PROGRAM (IMAP) IN JAPANESE HUMANITIES AND THE 
INTERNATIONAL DOCTORATE (IDOC) IN JAPANESE HUMANITIES
The IMAP (founded 2011) and IDOC (founded 2017) in Japanese Humanities are the only two graduate 
programs conducted in English within Kyushu University’s Graduate School of Humanities. Both programs are 
MEXT-certified and each enrolls a select group of international and Japanese students. All students have full 
access to the educational strengths and facilities of a world-class Japanese university and benefit from the rich 
array of academic resources it offers.

Both MA and PhD candidates study with specialists in Japanese history, art and architectural history, literature, 
premodern languages, religions and history of ideas, and other facets of the humanities. Students enroll in rigorous 
seminars on general and specialist topics, many of which incorporate study at cultural and historical sites within 
Japan. The IMAP and IDOC in Japanese Humanities are characterized by closely supervised instruction and small 
seminars customized to meet the long-term academic goals of each student. Seminars taught by primary faculty 
generally emphasize premodern Japan and its relationship to East Asia; these are supplemented by courses offered 
by affiliated and guest faculty in topics ranging from Japanese film to archaeology. There are also courses in field-
specific methodologies, research methods, and premodern languages (bungo and kanbun). Among other 
requirements, all IMAP and IDOC students are required to write a thesis in English. Depending on their proficiency 
in Japanese, MA candidates may select additional 
courses from the Graduate School of Humanities or 
other graduate schools within the university; PhD 
candidates are required to enroll in graduate courses 
taught in Japanese.

Conferences and lecture series hosting internationally 
recognized scholars are also part of our programs. 
Students benefit from the expertise, curricular variety, 
and network of introductions to the world of Japan 
studies that these visitors provide.

Lectures and courses frequently include field trips to 
historic sites, museums, and other cultural activities. 

Schweizer with student in Kumano (2018)
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PROGRAM FACULTY

ANTON SCHWEIZER
PhD, Heidelberg University
Japanese art and architectural history, cultures of spatial thinking
At the center of Schweizer’s research is the employment of artifacts in space, especially site planning and 
interior decoration in the widest sense as well as depictions of works of architecture in painting, during the 
late medieval and early modern periods. This focus is accompanied by a strong interest in issues of materiality, 
manufacturing technologies, and temporality. A second area of interest comprises manifestations of otherness 
(depictions of Asian, African, and European foreigners; courtesans and samurai), transcultural picture 
migration, and export art (especially lacquer). 

ELLEN VAN GOETHEM
PhD, Ghent University
History, archaeology, religious beliefs and practices of ancient Japan
Van Goethem specializes in the history and archaeology of the Asuka, Nara, and early Heian periods, with a 
particular focus on the layout of the ancient capitals, and on inscribed wooden tablets (mokkan). She has also 
published on site divination in premodern East Asia and on the influence of fengshui thought on contemporary 
Japanese architecture. In her current project, she investigates issues related to the reconstruction of long-lost 
buildings, the deification of emperors, and the presence of Chinese cosmological symbolism in Shinto shrines. 
She teaches courses in premodern Japanese history, material culture, and thought.

CALEB CARTER
PhD, University of California, Los Angeles
Japanese religions and Buddhist studies
Carter specializes in the religions of Japan with a focus on religions and religiosity in the mountains. He is an 
expert on the mountain-based tradition of Shugendō and has also published articles on ‘dark’ pilgrimage in the 
Edo period and the contemporary phenomenon of ‘power spots’ (pawāsupotto). His current research concerns 
intersections between mountain worship and mountaineering in Japan’s modern period as well as ‘sacred 
graffiti’ at temples and shrines in the country. Carter’s teaching revolves around a variety of issues that include 
modernity, space and place, narrative and folklore, women and gender, and the natural environment.

YU YANG
PhD, Columbia University
Modern Japanese art and architecture, colonial space and urbanism in East Asia
Yang’s research focuses on architecture and urbanism in modern Japan, particularly on the exchange of people, 
materials, and ideas within the Japanese empire during the first half of the twentieth century. Her current 
project examines Japanese architectural practice and urban culture in colonial Manchuria (1905–1945). Her 
broader interests include urban development of modern Japan, colonial modernity, photography and visual 
culture of the Japanese empire. Yang teaches courses in modern Japanese art and architecture, and spatial 
configuration of modern East Asia. 

DAVID WEISS
PhD, University of Tübingen
Premodern Japanese literatures and languages, history of ideas
Weiss’s research focuses on the history of ideas, especially the mythology of ancient Japan and its function in 
Japan’s cultural memory, including its utilization in modern nation building and in justifying colonial rule. 
More broadly, he is interested in the intercultural transfer of ideas (especially within the Sinosphere) and 
questions of identity formation (perceptions of self and other). Weiss teaches courses in premodern Japanese 
literature and global performance theory.
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PROSPECTIVE APPLICANTS

IMAP APPLICANTS
Candidates with an undergraduate degree (BA or equivalent) who seek a graduate degree (MA) in one or more 
subjects within the Japanese humanities, or candidates who already hold an MA but who desire further 
training to improve their skills, are welcome to apply. Prospective students should possess advanced reading 
skills in Japanese. The rigorous nature of the IMAP curriculum makes concurrent language classes outside the 
program unrealistic for most students. Moreover, required courses and electives within IMAP will typically 
have Japanese readings, while advisors may supervise “directed readings” in Japanese. Courses in bungo and 
kanbun are regularly taught within the program.

IDOC APPLICANTS
Candidates with a graduate degree (MA or equivalent) within the humanities from an accredited institution are 
welcome to apply. Japanese language competence (minimum JLPT N2) is essential. Students without a 
background in bungo or kanbun may take advantage of the program’s regular offering of each. Core and 
elective courses within the IDOC program use both English and Japanese materials, and students are required 
to enroll in courses taught in Japanese within the Graduate School of Humanities.

Every year the program also hosts a number of “visiting students” who may join selected seminars and 
activities. These include exchange students from partner universities (advanced undergraduate and graduate 
students) as well as non-degree-seeking students (students supported by MEXT and other organizations, or 
self-funded).

GRADUATES 
Since its establishment in 2011, students have come to IMAP from all over the world, including Australia, 
Bahrain, Belgium, Brazil, China, Italy, Indonesia, Jamaica, Latvia, Lithuania, Mexico, Spain, Slovakia, the UK, the 
USA, and from within Japan. This diversity of backgrounds and cultures distinguishes IMAP and IDOC. As 
Japanese students study alongside international students, non-native English speakers hone their skills in 
academic English writing and reading, while others enhance their Japanese language skills—with all students 
focused on graduate-level Japanese humanities research. MA recipients might continue their study at the PhD 
level in Japan or overseas, or secure employment in journalism, public service, teaching and research positions, 
tourism, and information technology. PhD candidates will typically seek academic or research positions.

PROFILES OF RECENT GRADUATES

Gregory Sattler (Canada, 
2019) is a PhD student in the 
Department of History, 
UCLA.

Lisa Kochinski (USA, 
2015) is a PhD candidate 
in the School of Religion, 
University of Southern 
California.

Dr. Xiaoyang Hao (PRC, 
2014) obtained her PhD 
from Kyushu University 
in September 2020.

Budoor Almurbati (Bahrain, 
2018) is founder of Chawan, 
Japanese Tea House in 
Bahrain and is a Japanese tea 
and tea culture instructor 
(ITEI Canada).

Minori Egashira (Japan, 
2017) is a doctoral student 
in the Department of Art 
History, University of 
Chicago.

Mason Johnson (USA, 
2016) is a doctoral student 
in the Department of 
Religious Studies, UC 
Santa Barbara.
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THE INTERNATIONAL MASTER’S PROGRAM (IMAP) IN JAPANESE HUMANITIES 
The curriculum is structured on a Fall–Spring calendar (October–August). Therefore, IMAP applicants are 
strongly encouraged to apply for Fall entry.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

FIRST YEAR
Research, Readings, and Methods
Japanese Humanities Research in Situ (Day excursions + one extended fieldtrip)
Survey courses in Japanese humanities
IMAP Electives

SECOND YEAR
Master’s Thesis Guidance
Japanese Humanities Research in Situ (Continued: Day excursions)
Survey courses in Japanese humanities
IMAP Electives

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
Each course is assigned 2 credits. Students must earn at least 30 credits to graduate, to be distributed as 
follows:
   10 credits in core curriculum courses
    18 credits in elective courses; at least 6 of these credits must be in courses offered by their primary 

advisor
   2 credits for the Master’s Thesis Guidance course

Yang and students attending a summer festival at Hakozaki Shrine 
(2018)

Carter with students in the IMAP seminar room (2022)
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IMAP CORE CURRICULUM
Research, Readings, and Methods
In this yearlong seminar, first-year students develop the knowledge and skills needed for research and writing 
in Japanese humanities through exercises, assignments, response papers to guest lectures, consultations with 
faculty, and research presentations. Assignments and papers are tailored to the research plan of each course 
participant. Students will draft a thesis proposal to be polished and submitted by the end of the first year.

Japanese Humanities Research in Situ 
This two-year course combines research and fieldwork through regular excursions and one extended trip 
taken in the first year of the program. Destinations include surrounding Kyushu, Kyoto and Nara, and/or 
nearby Korea and encompass historical and cultural sites, including burial mounds, castle ruins, pottery kiln 
towns, early settlements, maritime trade centers, temples, shrines, art exhibitions, and theater performances. 

IMAP SURVEY COURSES
One survey course is offered per semester. Completion of at least three is required for graduation.

Japan: A History to 1600
This course examines Japan’s premodern past from its origins in prehistory to the late sixteenth century. 
Students will be introduced to current historiographical trends through recent publications in English and 
Japanese. Themes of focus include the emergence of the state, the development of the court nobility, and the 
rise of the warrior class.

Japan: A Literary History
This course surveys the history of Japanese literature, from ancient times through the medieval period. 
Students will read texts from a variety of genres: narrative tales, poetry and songs, diaries, travel accounts, 
miscellanies, and plays. Topics of focus include the influence of the classical Chinese canon; the shifting balance 
between innovation and traditionalism in literary expression; the material and performative aspects of literary 
practice; and literature’s relationship to broader social, political, and religious currents.

Japan: Arts and Visual Cultures
This course examines selected Japanese paintings, crafts, gardens, religious icons, buildings, woodblock prints 
and other forms of art and visual culture both as art and as object from a variety of viewpoints. Among the 
perspectives considered are function, artistic expression, material, context, patronage, and the meanings that 
accrete and change over time and use. Students will also visit collections and special exhibitions in regional 
museums. 

Japan: Religious Traditions
This course takes up key questions in the study of Japanese religions. What are the critical issues scholars have 
wrestled with in recent decades? What’s problematic, understudied, awaiting discovery? Weekly themes 
include medieval paradigms, the historiography of Shinto, approaches to Shugendō, modern constructions of 
religion, women and gender, and the discourse and practice of spirituality. Students will debate these issues in 
the classroom, conduct mini investigations, and seek examples in the field. 

MASTER’S THESIS GUIDANCE
A master’s thesis is required of all students. During this yearlong seminar, second-year students will encounter 
advanced methodologies, use additional source materials, and further develop scholarly writing skills. 
Participants will submit chapter drafts and make regular presentations to faculty and students in order to 
develop a mutually supportive and productive scholarly cohort through peer review and critique. Qualified 
students will be encouraged to publish and/or present their work at academic conferences. 
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IMAP ELECTIVES
Topics in Japanese Art and Architectural History 
These courses offer a different focus each time on a selected theme, historical period, recent publication, or 
special exhibition. The subject is usually determined in tandem with student research plans. Past topics have 
included “Samurai as Patrons of Art and Architecture,” “Reinventing Japan: Artistic Production in the 
Momoyama Period,” “Modern Japanese Architecture,” “Drama, Sex, and Poetry: Ukiyo-e prints and paintings,” 
and classes on museum studies and exhibitions at the Kyushu National Museum.

Topics in Japanese History 
These courses provide an in-depth examination of specific aspects of premodern Japanese history. While the 
main focus is on developments within the Japanese archipelago, the courses also occasionally touch on 
relevant developments in China and on the Korean peninsula. Topics vary from semester to semester and have 
included “Cultural Change in Prehistoric Japan,” “State and Authority in Ancient Japan,” as well as “History and 
Classroom Technology.” 

Topics in Japanese Intellectual History
These courses explore themes in the history of ideas such as premodern and modern discourses on collective 
identity and cultural memory, Confucian learning, National Learning, and the history of scholarship. The 
courses focus on Japan but also address Japan’s position in the world, including intercultural interactions, 
images of Japanese culture, and Japanese perceptions of self and other.

Topics in Japanese Literature 
These courses explore major narrative genres, forms, and works of Japanese literature, broadly defined. 
Courses that cover the fundamentals of reading Chinese-style Japanese (kanbun) and classical Japanese 
(bungo) are regularly offered. The topics of thematic courses are customarily based on students’ research 
interests.

Topics in Religious Practices and Beliefs 
These courses respond to student interests in themes such as pilgrimage, sacred space, popular religion, 
narrative, gender, and ecology as well textual studies. Recent offerings include “Vernacular Figures in Japanese 
Religions,” “Translating Japanese Buddhist Texts,” “Place in Japanese Religions,” “Approaches and Methods in 
the Field,” “Women and Gender in Japanese Religions,” and “Sources in Japanese Religions.”

Topics in Text and Material Culture 
These courses aim to familiarize students with the source materials available for the study of ancient Japan, 
including documents, inscriptions, architecture, landscapes, pottery, and other archaeological finds. Themes 
will vary on each occasion according to the needs of the course participants.

Topics in Japanese Humanities 
These courses vary annually and are generally taught by visiting specialists from institutions in Japan or 
abroad.

Other
Affiliated faculty in the Faculty of Humanities admit qualified IMAP students to the following occasionally 
scheduled courses in English: Japanese Archaeology, Japanese Geography, The Ryukyuan Languages: An 
Introduction, Phonetics and Phonology of Japanese, and History of Islamic Civilization.

Students with advanced Japanese language skills may enroll in courses offered by departments and programs 
outside of IMAP (including those offered by other graduate schools); however, approval from both the advisor 
and instructor is necessary in order to fulfill an elective credit requirement.
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THE INTERNATIONAL DOCTORATE (IDOC) IN JAPANESE HUMANITIES 
IDOC applications are welcomed for both Fall and Spring entry. Applicants are encouraged to contact a 
potential advisor before the application deadline (contact details can be found on faculty profile pages on the 
IMAP/IDOC website).

The PhD degree typically takes three to six years to complete. During that time, students enroll in Doctoral 
Dissertation Guidance and Research and Professional Development, both of which continue for the duration of 
their enrollment. In addition, students enroll in IDOC elective courses that match their interests. They are also 
required to enroll in seminars conducted in Japanese by faculty outside of IMAP/IDOC.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
Each course is assigned 2 credits. Students must earn at least 12 credits to graduate, distributed as follows:
   2 credits for Doctoral Dissertation Guidance
   2 credits for Research and Professional Development
   8 credits from IDOC Electives, divided as follows
    •  4 credits from courses offered in English 
    •  4 credits from courses offered in Japanese 

Student on the Okugake pilgrimage route, Nara Prefecture (extended IMAP field trip, 2022)
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IDOC REQUIRED COURSES
Doctoral Dissertation Guidance
This course ensures that the doctoral student is supported throughout the dissertation writing process, 
including guidance in scholarly, theoretical, and practical concerns. The student should ultimately demonstrate 
the ability to conduct independent advanced-level scholarly research. 

Research and Professional Development
This course enables the incremental and coherent development of research effectiveness, professional and 
scholarly integrity, publication and grant proposal preparation, and employment strategies. Participation is 
required each semester.

IDOC ELECTIVES
IDOC electives are tailored to the needs of individual students and cover the following fields: History; Visual 
Culture and Art History; Literature; Buddhist Studies or Japanese Religions; Text and Material Culture; 
Intellectual History; and Selected Subjects.

IDOC students are required to take courses in their field(s) of research taught in Japanese by relevant faculty of 
the Graduate School of Humanities.

Fukuoka at night (Courtesy of Fujiki Shoko)
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APPLICATION PROCESS
Applications are received for either Fall or Spring entry. However, IMAP applicants should note that the 
curriculum is structured on a Fall-Spring calendar and are therefore strongly encouraged to apply for Fall 
entry. Spring entry is restricted to students graduating from universities on the Japanese calendar system 
(April start) or who have other extenuating circumstances. IDOC applications are welcomed for Fall and 
Spring.

DEADLINE
Fall 2024 entry: All application documents must be received between March 1-15, 2024. 
Spring 2025 entry: All application documents must be received between September 2-13, 2024.

ELIGIBILITY
IMAP: Applicants for the IMAP in Japanese Humanities must have received a BA degree (or equivalent) from an 
accredited institution by the time of enrollment. Students must possess fluency in English (the language used 
for all courses in the program) and advanced reading skills in Japanese.

IDOC: Applicants for the IDOC in Japanese Humanities must have received an MA degree (or equivalent) in the 
humanities from an accredited institution by the time of enrollment. Students must be proficient in English 
and Japanese (minimum JLPT N2 level or proof of equivalent skill).

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

1. APPLICATION FORM
The application forms for the IMAP and IDOC programs are available on our website: www.imapkyudai.net 
Please complete the form electronically (not by hand). 

2. RESEARCH PLAN 
IMAP
The research plan should be roughly 2000 words in length and should address the following points:

a. �Describe your research plan, including your proposed field of study, research methods, and objectives.
b. �Demonstrate how previous academic experiences have prepared you for this research. Note that this should 

not take the form of a personal essay and should only constitute a small part of the research plan.
c. �Explain how the program and its faculty are a suitable match for your research interests.
d. �In a final sentence, state whether your statement has been edited or translated by another person and 

whether any AI or translation software has been used. IMAP students applying for Spring admission should 
also clearly state their reasons for doing so.

IDOC
The research plan should be within 2500 words (excluding the bibliography) and should address the following 
points:

a. �Describe your research plan, including your research question or hypothesis, method, objectives, and 
bibliography.

b. �Demonstrate how the faculty expertise and courses of this program support your research proposal.
c. �Discuss your academic background, including graduate and undergraduate work, and preparedness for the 

PhD.
d. �In a final sentence, state whether your statement has been edited or translated by another person and 

whether any AI or translation software has been used.
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3. CERTIFICATE OF GRADUATION
Submit a copy of an official graduation certificate or diploma issued by the last university attended. If you have 
not yet graduated at the time of application, you should include a note of explanation and an estimated date of 
submission of the certificate. You must present an original copy of the graduate certificate or diploma to the 
Student Affairs Office upon arrival to campus. 

4. ACADEMIC TRANSCRIPTS
Submit copies of official academic transcripts from all universities or equivalent institutions attended. You 
must present original copies of the academic transcripts to the Student Affairs Office upon arrival to campus. 

5. DOCUMENTS ATTESTING TO THE LANGUAGE ABILITIES OF NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS
Non-native speakers of English should submit copies of test results or other relevant documents. These tests 
should not have been taken more than two years before the time of application. See application form for 
details.

6. A COPY OF THE PHOTOGRAPH PAGE OF YOUR PASSPORT

7. PROOF OF PAYMENT OF APPLICATION FEE

8. LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION
Two letters of recommendation

One recommender must be a faculty member of the university from which you graduated. Visiting research 
students applying for regular admission to IMAP and IMAP students applying for admission to IDOC are 
exempt from submitting letters of recommendation.

Recommendation writers should address the length and nature of their relationship with you and your 
intellectual and emotional maturity as it relates to your ability to perform well in a challenging intellectual and 
multicultural environment. 

Letters should be emailed to the Student Affairs Office directly from the letter writer’s work email address. The 
title of the email should read:

  “LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FOR [your name] for the IMAP/IDOC in Japanese Humanities.” 

The email address of Student Affairs is jbkkyomu1lt@jimu.kyushu-u.ac.jp.

Applicants will be notified if letters are missing.

DOCUMENT SUBMISSION
All required documents must be submitted in English except for letters of recommendation, 
which may be written in English or Japanese.

Please use the following link or QR code to the right to register to apply for either program. 
Upon registration you will receive an email with a link to the online admissions portal. 
https://forms.office.com/r/uApZTGz3y8 

Your questions are welcome and may be emailed to IMAP/IDOC faculty (kokusai@lit.kyushu-u.ac.jp) or to the 
Student Affairs Division (jbkkyomu1lt@jimu.kyushu-u.ac.jp). Do not send application documents to either 
email address, except for letters of recommendation (see above).

No changes to application documents will be accepted after submission. Documents and application fees will 
not be returned. If the application fee is not received, the application will not be processed.
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APPLICATION FEE 
Applicants must pay a 30,000-yen application fee and include a receipt providing evidence of payment 
together with the application materials. Only MEXT scholarship students are exempted from paying the 
application fee; they should enclose a MEXT Scholarship Student Certificate instead. The application fee may 
be paid online by credit card or at convenience stores.

Online Payment
Payment are accepted with Visa, Master Card, JCB, or American Express credit cards, Union Pay, or Alipay at:
https://e-shiharai.net/english/

Online payments can be made up to two weeks in advance of the application period. Please refer to the end of 
this brochure for details about the online payment system. You should select “Kyushu University (graduate 
schools),” followed by “Graduate School of Humanities.” If the option is not available, you are likely attempting 
to pay outside the application and payment window.

Convenience Store Payment 
For applicants residing in Japan, convenience store payment may be made at 7-Eleven, Lawson, or Family Mart 
stores. Please refer to the end of this brochure or to https://e-shiharai.net (available in Japanese only) for 
details about convenience store payment. 

SELECTION PROCESS
Candidates who advance past the initial stage of document review will be interviewed. Candidates will have 
the option of being interviewed in person at Kyushu University or via video conferencing in April or May for 
Fall entry and October or November for Spring entry. Applicants will be notified of the final results by late June 
for Fall entry and late December for Spring entry.

Faculty and students at the former Matsumoto House, Kitakyushu (2022)
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ENROLLMENT AND TUITION FEES

Successful applicants will be requested to complete the enrollment process in early August for Fall entry and 
early February for Spring entry. 

There is a one-time, non-refundable enrollment fee required of all students. Proof of payment of that fee 
should be submitted along with other entrance procedure documents by the due date unless students have 
applied for an enrollment fee exemption or deferment, in which case the fee is due upon receipt of the 
university’s deferment decision. If a student withdraws from the university after applying for an enrollment fee 
exemption or deferment, the student must immediately pay the enrollment fee.

Successful applicants will also be notified of the six-monthly tuition fee. Tuition payments will be made by 
automatic bank transfer from a Japanese bank account. Withdrawals for the Spring and Fall semesters will be 
made in late October and late April, respectively. If a student has applied for a tuition fee exemption or 
reduction, the fee will not be deducted until the deferment results are announced (usually in December and 
July, respectively).

Fees* for the first year in IMAP and IDOC:

One-time Enrollment Fee Tuition Fee Total
First Semester 282,000 267,900 549,900
Second Semester 267,900 267,900
Total 817,800

*Fees shown are in Japanese yen for the 2023 academic year and may change slightly.

In addition to enrollment fees, IMAP students should anticipate extra costs for the Japanese Humanities 
Research in Situ course (described on p. 5). Day-trip expenses include food and admission fees. The extended 
field trip (typically held in the first year of the program) costs approximately 60,000 yen (lodging, 
transportation, and admission fees) plus meals.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Similar to other Japanese national universities, Kyushu University does not have a comprehensive scholarship 
system for international students. We strongly recommend that international students take the initiative to 
apply for any and all relevant support, including the MEXT Scholarship for Research Students, the Ishibashi 
Foundation Scholarship for art history, the Daiwa Anglo-Japanese Foundation, the Konosuke Matsushita 
Memorial Foundation Scholarship, and the Rotary Yoneyama Memorial Foundation. Application deadlines and 
requirements vary and may be before program application deadlines. There are approximately thirty private 
organizations that provide scholarships for students already enrolled at Kyushu University; most of our 
current students have received one or more of these. A full list of scholarships with descriptions is available at:

http://www.isc.kyushu-u.ac.jp/intlweb/scholarship/view/list.php?lang=en

As it is unlikely that students will be able to cover all expenses solely with scholarship aid, students should 
have sufficient funds to meet living expenses, rent, and tuition fees. Students are expected to devote most of 
their time to study. Therefore, outside employment is discouraged and is in any case limited by visa 
restrictions. Students who demonstrate the ability to balance work and study may be offered the opportunity 
for part-time paid work as teaching or research assistants.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION 
VISA REQUIREMENTS
Prior to arrival, international students must obtain a “College Student” visa through their local Japanese 
embassy or consulate. The application must be made at the student’s own expense, but Kyushu University will 
provide the requisite supporting documents. Detailed information will be provided after the selection results 
are announced.

LIVING AND CURRICULAR EXPENSES
Living expenses vary from individual to individual. The approximate monthly cost of international student life 
in Fukuoka at a modest but adequate standard is as follows (in Japanese yen):

Accommodation and utilities 30,000 – 60,000
Food 30,000 – 45,000
Miscellaneous (books, supplies, travel, etc.) 20,000 – 40,000
TOTAL 80,000 – 145,000

ACCOMMODATION
Kyushu University has several dormitories available for new students. Applications must be made at the time 
of enrollment. Dormitory stay is limited to the first semester in residence, during which time students should 
seek non-campus accommodations for the remainder of the program. A guarantor may be required for renting 
on the private market; the International Student and Research Support Center can provide assistance.

STUDENT SUPPORT
Kyushu University provides a wide range of support services for international students. The International 
Student and Researcher Support Center has an office in the Graduate School of Humanities building and assists 
with translation, document preparation, and other needs. It also provides cross-cultural counseling and 
information on language courses. For students seeking employment, the Career Services Section is an excellent 
resource.

Van Goethem and students in the classroom (2022) Weiss (right) on the trail with student in Yoshino, Nara (2022)
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